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HOUR 1 (5:00 PM)
20PTS

(Presidents Question) Who was the first president of St. Cloud State University? First and
last name, please. (Phone bank: J is optional-don't need it but take it)
-· Charles (J.) Graham

25 PTS

Please give us the names of the eight states that border Missouri.
-- Arkansas
-- lliinois
-- Iowa
-- Kansas
-- Nebraska
-- Oklahoma
-- Kentucky
-- Tennessee

75 PTS

Who was the first umpire to throw Steve Garvey out of a major league baseball game?
First and last name, please.
-- Charlie Williams

35 PTS

Please give us the first and last names of the two sisters that owned the original copyrighf,
for the song "Happy birthday to you".
-- Mildred Hill
-- Patty Hill

20PTS

Name the dog on television's "Hart to Hart".
-- Freeway

100 PTS

On May 15, 1997, what honor did the Atlanta Police Department bestow upon Richard Jewel for
his actions taken at the Centennial Park bombing?
-- Biblical Order of Michael the Archangel

lOPTS

What superhero cartoon character has a talk show on Cartoon Network?
-- Space Ghost

25 PTS

What was Sydney, Australia previously called?
-- Port Jackson

15 PTS

The play "Desire under the Elms" was written by whom? First and last name please.
-- Eugene O'Neill

HOUR 2 (6:00 PM)
15 PTS

In computer terms, what do the letters CD-ROM stand for?
-- Compact Disc Read-Only Memory

20PTS

What is the first name of the amateur sleuth Encyclopedia Brown?
-- Leroy

85 PTS

During O.J. Simpson's civil trial, actors were staged in a re-enactment for the news crews because
cameras weren't allowed in the courtroom where the real trial was taking place. What were the
first and last names of the two Simpson actors that re-enacted the trial in 1996? Amazingly
enough, neither was nominated for a soap opera award.
-- Gil Colon
-- Stephen Eskridge

25 PTS

Please give us the three instruments that make up a string quartet.
-- Cello
-- Viola
-- Violin(s)

30PTS

Who was the last pitcher to hit a home run in a Major League World Series game? First and last
name, please.
· -- Ken Holtzman

80PTS

Please give us the names of the two musicians etched in the stars in front of the Hard Rock Cafe in
Bangkok, Thailand. As usual, first and last names please.
-- John Lennon
-- Elvis Presley

20PTS

On the television show "Laverne and Shirley", what was Squiggy's real first name?

--Andrew
50PTS

What five reasons are given by Shake A Hamster band for not remembering who did what on their
recent release Hamsterdam? Be specific.
-- bactine
-- bad food
-- caffeine
-- nictotine [no this is NOT a typo they have to give this word!! !]
-- very little sleep

lOPTS

What is the singular of data? The word, not the android.
-- datum

HOUR 3 (7:00 PM)
15 PTS

What are the horizontal rows on a chessboard called?
-- ranks

25 PTS

What is the only muscle in the human body attached at one end?
-- tongue

100 PTS

Prior to the last presidential election both Clinton and Dole did a campaign ad for the National Fluid
Milk Processor Promotion board. What did the caption under their pictures say?
-- "Vote. Strengthen America's Backbone."

35 PTS

Who painted the posthumous portrait of Samuel Clemens, that was part of the collection of
America's Smithsonian? Full name please.
-- Frank Edwin Larson

25 PTS

At the age of 13, Marty Stuart was a mandolin player with what bluegrass band?
-- Lester Flatt's (Bluegrass Band)

85 PTS

Every fan of football has seen Merten Hanks of the San Francisco 49ers do his "chicken dance"
after every interception returned. He got his inspiration for this dance from what famous
character?
-- Bert (from Sesame Street)

25 PTS

Poly Styrene formed a band in 1977 and gave it the name X-Ray Specs. What is Poly Styrene's
real first and last name?
-- Marion Elliot

45 PTS

(Audio Trivia #128)
Please name these two actors, first and last name, and in what movie you would hear this scene.
-- Dennis Quaid
-- Stanley Tucci
-- "Undercover Blues"

20PTS

A "Dean Martin Celebrity Roast" in 1984 saluted a star who was born Lawrence Tero. By what
name is he better known?

-- Mr. T

HOUR 4 (8:00 PM)
15 PTS

What is the first name of the paper boy in the television series, "The Flintstones"?
--Arnold

25 PTS

Which United States capital has the most letters in its name?
--Jefferson City (Missouri)

75 PTS

VISUAL TRIVIA # 3 :
Look familiar? Well, it's one we missed giving a question to last year. Our apologies. So,
without further ado, please tell us what all these cases pertain to.
-- nursery rhymes

35 PTS

In the movie "Spaceballs," what did the ship SPACEBALL 1 transform into, in order to suck all
the air from planet Druida?
--Mega Maid

15 PTS

Who patented the electric razor? First and last name please.
-- Jacob Schick

75 PTS

(Audio Trivia # 42)
This was the opening to what radio program?
-- The Whistler

25 PTS

The great race horse Man-o-W ar only lost one race in his career. Please give us the appropriate
name of the horse who beat him.
-- Upset

45 PTS

What brand of diapers does the Baby wear in the TV series, "The Dinosaurs?"
-- (Super Dooper) Poopers

15 PTS

In Greek and Roman mythology, Nyx was the Goddess of what?
-- night

HOUR 5 (9:00 PM)
15 PTS

What is the full name of the founder of the National Council of Negro Women?
-- Mary McLeod Bethune

25 PTS

In the 1997 Mike Myers flick "Austin Powers" what does the international man of mystery say his
middle name is?

--Danger
120 PTS

Please give us the name of the battle where the most Victorian Crosses were awarded and the first
and last names of the recipients. That would figure to be ten points for each right answer if you get
them all.
-- Rorke's Drift
-- William Allen
-- Gonville Brornhead
-- John Chard
-- James Dalton
-- Fred Hitch
-- Henry Hook
-- Robert Jones
-- William Jones
-- James Reynolds
-- Frederick Schiess
-- John Williams

40PTS

A member of this band states they named their group after a sculpture that quote "Looks a lot like a
Star Trek set." Please give us the name of the band and the name of the artist who created the
sculpture. First and last name, please.
-- Soundgarden [Band]
-- Doug Hollis (his sculpture was called Sound Garden)

15 PTS

What kind of tree does cork come from?
-- oak

55 PTS

In the music video "Justify My Love," what is the statement that appeared at the end of the video?

-- "Poor is the man whose pleasures depend on the permission of another"
20PTS

If it is 20 degrees Celsius, what is the temperature on the Fahrenheit scale?
-- 68 degrees

25 PTS

In the Hollywoon Pictures film "Taking Care of Business", Jimmy Dworski is a die-hard fan of
what baseball team?

-- The Chicago Cubs
10 PTS

In the Disney film "Jungle 2 Jungle," what U.S. city serves as the "urban jungle"?
--New York City

HOUR 6 (10:00 PM)
lOPTS

According to the popular Disney song, what animated character is bouncy, trouncy, flouncy and
pouncy?
-- Tigger

25 PTS

What is the species name of the blue whale?
-- Balaenoptera musculis (bale-A-N-op-ter-a muss-cue-liss)

80PTS

In the Uncle Wiggly stories by Richard Garis what was the last name of the polar bear gentleman?

-- Whitewash
40 PTS

What was so special about Jimmy Piersall's 100th home run in 1963?
-- he ran the bases backwards

20PTS

This company has a history of performance. In 1927 Mercedes Gleitze swims the English
Channel- they went along for the ride. In 1947 Chuck Yeager flies faster than the speed of soundthey were there. And in 1960, Dr Jacques Piccard breaks the world record with a 35,000 ft. dive,
and the only oysters around were theirs. What company are we referring to?
-- Rolex

90PTS

During the 1970's Tom Baker was known as Doctor Who. But if you had turned the telly on in the
mid 1990's in Britain, Tom had another role as a doctor. What was the name of the series and
what was his character's first and last name?
-- "Medics"
-- Geoffrey Hoyt

25 PTS

(Audio Trivia # 48)
This would be the theme song to what TV show?
-- Liquid TV OR Liquid Television

35 PTS

Who was the first woman to drive the Indy 500? First and last name, please.
-- Janet Guthrie

15 PTS

What element has the atomic number of 50?
--Tin

HOUR 7 (11:00 PM)
10 PTS

What is deoxyribonucleic acid commonly known as?
--DNA

25 PTS

Which Walt Disney animated character lives at 221B Baker Street? First name is sufficient.
--Basil (from the Great Mouse Detective)

90PTS

This rifle was commissioned for the Spanish-American War because of it's excellent
craftsmanship, not for it's military purpose and if it hadn't been for our sheer numbers and the
Gatling Gun, it would have lost the war for us. So it was only fitting that it was decommissioned
permanently by the United States for military use after the war. What was the name of this rifle?
-- Krag

30PTS

People in Canada call them "plus fifteen's", and in some cities they are called "pedways". What
does the Twin Cities call these.architectural wonders?
-- Skyways

30PTS

What was the name of the Johnny Bravo episode with the Scooby Doo take off?
-- "Bravo-Dooby Doo"

100 PTS

(Audio Trivia #86)
Who is performing this song and in what 1994 soundtrack did it appear?
-- Los Lobos
--Gunmen

20PTS

Please give us the name of the United States inventor who was credited with inventing the reaper, a
harvesting machine, in 1831? First and last name, please.
-- Cyrus McCormick

35 PTS

What two movies were winners of the Academy Awards for Best Costume design in 1959. (Hint:
one won for black and white film and one won for color)
-- "Ben Hur"
-- "Some Like it Hot"

15 PTS

What is the name of Travelodge's animated mascot bear?
-- Sleepy (Bear)

HOUR 8 (12:00 Midnight)
15 PTS

Name the only baseball player to win MVP in both leagues who also went on to manage in both
leagues. First and last name, please.
-- Frank Robinson

30PTS

(Audio Trivia #123)
Who is this perlorming this song? First and last name, please.
-- Mitch Miller (and the Gang)

75 PTS

VISUAL TRIVIA #4
You've had roughly a year to figure this one out. Please give us the name of this postcard
compliments of Sprint.
-- Mona Post A Carda

30PTS

What was JFK International known as prior to it's current name?
-- Idlewild

25 PTS

People in Canada call these double loonies, but in America what would we call it?
--two dollars

100 PTS

From the television show "Dexter's Laboratory", what is Dexter's favorite candy? ··
-- Pixie Sticks

15 PTS

Besides peaches, what fruit can grow on a peach tree?
-- nectarines

40PTS

What invention was called "Thor," because of it's control of water?
-- Washing Machine OR clothes washer

15 PTS

What is the name of the necklace that the salvage operation was looking for in the 1997 movie
"Titanic?"
-- Heart of the Ocean

HOUR 9 (1:00 AM)
l0PTS

Cirrus and nimbus are types of what?
-- clouds

20PTS

This King of Phrygia turned everything into gold with his touch and was also given asses ears for
preferring Pan's music to that of Apollo's. Which king are we referring to?
-- Midas

120 PTS

Who were the 1996 featured Minnesota Renaissance Masters? First and last names, please.
-- (Dame) Ruth Brown
-- (Sir) Roger McNear
-- (Dame) Marnee Taylor
-- (Sir) Paul Taylor

40PTS

Please give us the title of the cartoon that was released in conjunction with the Warner Brothers
video "Little Giants".
-- "One Froggy Evening"

15 PTS

What is the state tree for Montana?
· -- Ponderosa Pine

55 PTS

(Audio Trivia #96)
Name these actors. First and last names, please.
-- Ronald Reagan
-- Anne Sheridan

20PTS

What two main characters on "Deep Space Nine" wed last season?
-- Worf

50PTS

-- Jadzia or Dax or Jadzia-Dax

This Olive has eight brothers and her own talk show with one of them. Please give us her
middle name and the first names of her brothers.
-- Marie [Olive}
--Alan
-- Donny OR Donald
-- George
-- Jay
-- Jimmy OR James
-- Merrill
-- Thomas OR Tom
-- Wayne

T. 0.

Who was the first Native American to play major league baseball? First and last name, please.
-- James Toy, 1889 Cleveland Blues

HOUR 10 (2:00 AM)
15 PTS

What is the first and last name of the female jockey who was the first to win a Triple Crown race?
-- Julie Krone (Belmont on Colonial Affair)

30PTS

Please give us the names of the five original Spice Girls, both there stage names and their
corresponding first and last names.
-- Baby - Emma Bunton
-- Ginger - Geri Halliwell
-- Posh - Victoria Adams
-- Scary - Mel Brown
-- Sporty - Melanie Chisholm

125 PTS

VISUAL TRIVIA# 8
This is from our "I can't believe they made a comic out of it" file. Please give us the name of the
inventor of this machine. We'll give you a hint: it starts with Mr.
-- (Mr.) Pilgrim

45 PTS

On the PBS cartoon "Arthur", Arthur's sister is D.W. What do the initials D.W. stand for?
-- Dora Winifred

30PTS

The Pulitzer winning play "Sunday in the Park with George," was inspired by a painting. Which
painting?
-- "A Sunday Afternoon on the Island of La Grande Jatte"

80PTS

Please give us the first and last name of the first person to play in both a Little League World Series
and a Major League World Series. Not in the same year, of course.
-- John Powell (aka Boog Powell, but this is not acceptable)

25 PTS

Investigations into the outbreak of "Legionnaires Disease" focused on what Philadelphia hotel?
-- Bellevue Stratford

40PTS

(Audio Trivia #111)
Disco theme songs from TV hell. Please give us the four TV series that you would have heard
these themes.
--Angie
-- Lifestyles of the Rich and Famous
-- CHiPS
-- Vega$

15 PTS

In the move "The Nightmare Before Christmas," what is the name of the town Jack Skellington
lives in?
-- Halloweentown

HOUR 11 (3:00 AM)
15 PTS

What character from the animated feature "Saludos Amigos" receives a gift including a
movie projector, film, a pinata and a flying serape?
--Donald Duck

30PTS

What widely publicised physical ailment hampered Kansas City Royal' s George Brett during the
1980 World Series?
-- hemorroids

100 PTS

Please give us the first ten tracks off "Hamsterdam", in order, by Shake A Hamster Band.
-- Sunny Day Wombat# 6 & 13
-- Greatful Trivia
-- On The Internet
-- Trivia Wheel
-- The Ritual Telling of the Headless Cowboy Monkey Story
-- Trivia Rabbit
-- Food Will Take It's Toll
-- Trivia Chicken
-- Whore Of Babylon
-- Trivia Bird

50PTS

What was the first and last name of the St. Paul police chief who announced a "layover" policy that
encouraged out of town criminals to stop in St. Paul?
-- John O'Connor

20PTS

What was Machiavelli's first name?
-- Niccolo

75 PTS

In the Rum River Athletic Conference Good Sportsmanship policy, what is the number one rule in
the fundamentals of good sportsmanship?
--"Know, understand and appreciate the rules of the game"

25 PTS

What was the name of the action figure that was the hot toy in the movie "Jingle All the Way?"
--Turbo Man

35 PTS

What is the name of the 40' by 6' strip that fencers compete on?
-- piste

15 PTS

Where in United States is the Inventor's Hall of fame located? City and state, please.
-- Akron, Ohio

HOUR 12 (4:00 AM)
lOPTS

Please give us the first and last name of the author who was responsible for the book "My Thirty
Years Backstairs at the White House?"
-- Lillian Parks

20PTS

(Audio Trivia #87)
In what newspaper did this poem first appear?

-- The San Francisco Examiner
90PTS

What is the only badge that Dangermouse's sidekick Penefold has received and from whom?
-- Great Presence of Mind in the Face of Danger
-- Boy Scouts

35 PTS

Who is the Macadamia nut named after? First and last name, please.
-- John MacAdam

30PTS

In the cartoon release called "Snoopy's Reunion," we see that Snoopy has seven brothers and
sisters. Please give us the names of these siblings that were featured in this episode.

-- Andy
-- Belle
--Marbles
--Molly
-- Olaf
-- Rover
-- Spike
85 PTS

In Bufiol Spain, a Tomato Festival, La Tomatina is held to honor what saint? First and last name,
please.

-- Luis Beltran
20PTS

Please give us the name of the first Soviet space shuttle.
-- Bourane OR Buran

35 PTS

What is the full name of the teen heartthrob that recent! y said "On occasion, I've taken the test
that's been in the teen magazines about me and I've failed. Isn' t that scary?"
-- Jonathan Taylor Thomas

lOPTS

Here is a real tricky baseball question, for ten points who makes more in a year: Kevin Brown or
the entire 1999 Minnesota Twins Baseball team roster?
-- Kevin Brown

HOUR 13 (5:00 AM)
lOPTS

Please finish this slogan, "Riunite on ice ... "
-- "that's nice"

20PTS

Recently the Jesuit run, University of San Francisco, had their telephone prefix changed to 422.
What had been their previous prefix?
-- 666

85 PTS

In the cartoon series, "Luno - The Winged Horse," Luno is a small statue that comes to life when
his owner Tim, chants a particular verse. Please give us this verse.

-- "O Winged horse of marble white, take me on a magic flight. "
35 PTS

Who is the founder of the Mount Horeb Mustard Museum? First and last name please.
-- Barry Levenson

25 PTS

Please give us the first and last name of the winner of the 1996 Guinness "Win Your own Pub in
Ireland" contest and what was the name of the pub?
-- Shann Weston
-- Seanachaoi (Shan-a-key) Pub

50PTS

In 1989, what five albums were up for the Grammy award for Album of the Year?

-- Nick ofTirne (Bonnie Raitt)
-- End of the Innocence (Don Henley)
-- Full Moon Fever (Tom Petty)
-- The Raw and the Cooked (Fine Young Cannibals)
--Traveling Wilbury's Volume 1 (Traveling Wilbury's)
lOPTS

O.K. , whip out your wallets: on the back of what bill currently in circulation is there a 1925 model
car?
-- ten (dollar bill)

50PTS

In the movie "The Associate", Laurel Ayres and her secretary spot Aesop Franklin, CEO of a large
computer firm, meeting with a representative from Hewlitt Packard in a small diner. What was the
name of that diner?

-- Stingy Lulu's Luncheonette
lOPTS

(Audio Trivia #94)
Who is this famous baseball announcer? First and last name, please.
--Mel Allen

HOUR 14 (6:00 AM)
15 PTS

What legendary Washington lIVing character fell asleep for twenty years after partying with some
strange little men?
-- Rip Van Winkle

25 PTS

Who was the first woman to receive the Congressional Space Medal of Honor? First and last name
please.
-- Shannon Lucid

100 PTS

Straight from our "Better Living Booklet for Parents and Teachers" titled "Your Child and Radio,
TV, Comics and Movies" from 1952, what were the top five television viewing preferences for a
fourth grader in 1950?
-- Hopalong Cassidy
-- Howdy Doody
-- Kukla, Fran, and Ollie
-- Lone Ranger
-- Milton Berle

45 PTS

Some of you guys might actually have this book in front of you - what we would like to
know is who wrote the foreword in the first edition of Haliwell' s Film goer's
Companion [1965]? First and last name, please.
-- Alfred Hitchcock

20PTS

The United States has the dollar, France has the franc, what does Vatican City have?
-- (Vatican) Lira

75 PTS

In an episode of "The Munsters," Grandpa Munster was feeling sorry for himself, so he left the
Munster home and tried to make a living for himself at a night club. What was the name of the
night club and what kind of living was he trying to make?
-- Domino Club; a magician (known as The Count)

25 PTS

Toronto has the honor of being the site of North America's first oxygen bar. What is the name of
this bar?
-- 02 Spa Bar

35 PTS

Please give us the first and last name of the first defenseman in the NHL to score 20 goals in one
season.
-- William Hollett

15 PTS

Skinny Enis sang with Hal Kemp's band, and then left to lead his own band. What was his band's
theme song?
-- (I've) Got a date with an Angel

HOUR 15 (7:00 AM)
15 PTS

What are the only two original NBA teams who still reside in their original cities?
-- New York Knicks
-- Boston Celtics

25 PTS

What toy does Tim Robbins invent in the Movie "The Hudsucker Proxy" ?
-- Hula Hoop

150 PTS

In 1944, this town was credited by the Federal Government for having the greatest percentage of
servicemen from any town in the United States, roughly half of it's approximately 3000 citizens
were serving in the armed forces. What is the name of this town?
-- Natick (on air: after closing, tell them it's in Massachusetts)

50PTS

Most of you know that there is a Titanic Exhibition being held at the Union Depot in St. Paul. Bet
you didn't know that the Erberts and Gerberts at the Union Depot built a special "Titanic" sub for
the occasion. We would like to know what is on this sub? BE SPECIFIC with the meat and
cheese.
-- Banana Peppers
-- Capicola Ham
-- Cheese - Provolone
-- Lettuce
-- Maple River Smoked Ham

20PTS

-- Mayo
-- Oil/Vinegar with_oregano
-- Onion
-- Roast Beef
--Tomato

What novel did Charles Dickens leave unfinished at the time of his death?
-- The Mystecy of Edwin Drood

75 PTS

PBS television gave us the Electric Company in the early seventies and in that show was one of
our favorite superheroes. He was "faster than a rolling 0 , more powerful than a silent E, and able
to leap a capital T" . What was the name of this superhero and what was the most obvious change
he underwent for each mission?
-- Letterman [no, not David! !!]
-- he had a different letter on his sweater for each mission

20PTS

Please give us the first and last name of the first principal of the St. Cloud normal school.
-- Ira Moore

45 PTS

From the television series "Cheers", what are the three classes of women that Sam Malone won't
date?
-- under age
-- married
-- comatose

15 PTS

Please give us the city and state where the Toll House that inspired Tollhouse Cookies is located?
-- Whitman, Massachusetts

HOUR 16 (8:00 AM)
!OPTS

C.W. Post brought out his first breakfast cereal, despite its lack of grapes or nuts. What cereal are
we referring to?
-- Grape Nuts

30PTS

In the cult film " A Boy and his Dog", who provided the telepathic voice of the dog named Blood?
First and last name, please.
-- Tin McIntire

100 PTS

(Audio Trivia #79)
Please identify this speaker, first and last name, the author she is quoting and the popular show she
hosts on KVSC.
-- Laura Erickson
-- Mark Twain
-- "For the Birds"

35 PTS

Please give us the name of the first king of the first dynasty of Ancient Egypt.
-- Menes

15 PTS

What is the name of the piece of gymnastic equipment that is also called the side horse?
-- pommel (horse)

100 PTS

Please give us two names given to what we now call Camp David. One was given
under the FDR Administration and the other came from the original blueprints.
-- Catoctin (Mountain) Lodge
-- Shangri-La

20PTS

What is the name of the Green Hornet's crime-fighting car?
-- Black Beauty

45 PTS

What were the first five flavors of Gerber baby food?
-- carrots
-- peas
-- prunes
-- spinach
-- vegetable soup

15 PTS

What heavenly body do these names have in common: Metis, Adrastea and Io?
-- Jupiter

HOUR 17 (9:00 AM)
15 PTS

What was the first and last name of the NHL's first black goalie (goal tender)?
-- Grant Fuhr

20PTS

In the movie "Grease," what was the commercial the girls were singing to at the Slumber party
advertising?
-- Ipana toothpaste

200 PTS

The first Alex Trebeck hosted Jeopardy had a person named Greg Hopkins winning. What was
the final jeopardy answer and question in that episode? Hint: the category was holidays.
-- Answer: The third Monday of January starting in 1986.
-- Question: What is Martin Luther King day?

45 PTS

In August 1858 the first session of the Minnesota legislature met and a memorable education bill
was passed. As a result three state normal schools would be started. Please give us the cities
these schools were located in.
-- Mankato
-- St. Cloud
-- Winona

25 PTS

What is the full name of the founder of the science of electric dynamics?
-- Andre Marie Ampiere

100 PTS

Please give us the first and last names of the actors who have portrayed the Master in the TV series
and TV movie Doctor Who? That's twenty points for each right answer, if you get them all.
-- Anthony Ainely
-- Eric Roberts
-- Geoffrey Beevers
-- Peter Pratt
-- Roger Delgado

20PTS

What Broadway album was the best-selling soundtrack of the 1960's?
-- West Side Story

45 PTS

VISUAL TRIVIA # 1
Please give us the first and maiden last name of the recipient of 56 across from this unique
proposal of marriage.
-- Emily Mindel

15 PTS

Please give us the name of the Roman God who was the messenger of the Gods.
-- Mercury

HOUR 18 (10:00 AM)
lOPTS

What is the first animal listed in the dictionary?
--Aardvark

30 PTS

Who was the first black admiral of the United States Navy? First and last name please.
-- Samuel Gravely

80PTS

Please give us the eight songs sung by the frog in the cartoon mentioned previously in hour
number 9, question number 4.
-- Barber of Seville (Marriage of Figaro is the piece)
-- Come back to Erin
-- Hello, My Ragtime Gal
-- I'm just wild about Harry
-- McCluskey's Fight
-- Please don't talk about me when I'm gone
-- The Michigan Rag
-- Won't you come over to my house

45 PTS

We now know that Scooby Doo came from a pet store. Please give us the name of this pet store
mentioned in the movie "Scooby Doo Goes Hollywood."
-- Grillo's (Pet Store)

25 PTS

What is the full name of the New York University's of Fine Arts employee that found the missing
Michelangelo Cupid in a mansion being used for the French Embassy's cultural services?
-- Kathleen Weil-Garris Brandt

60PTS

(Audio Trivia #340)
Please name, in order, these four artists you are likely to hear on KVSC's Whole Lotta
Blues.
-- Deborah Coleman
-- John Lee Hooker
-- Saffire - The Uppity Blues Women
-- Muddy Waters

20 PTS

Name the five heroes that are from the cartoon series "The Mighty Heroes."
-- Cuckoo man
-- Diaper man
-- Rope man
-- Strong man
-- Tornado man

40PTS

(Audio Trivia #64) What is the common name of this bird?
-- Great Tit

15 PTS

In the TV series "Xena: Warrior Princess," what is the name of the male god out to destroy Xena?
-- Ares (air-ease)

HOUR 19 (11:00 AM)
15 PTS

Who is the founder of Pearle Vision? First and last name, please.
-- Stanley Pearle

20PTS

Who wrote the book "Unsafe at any Speed" in 1965? First and last name, please.
-- Ralph Nader

110 PTS

In the summer of 1998 Pepsi had us playing POP Culture. The object of the contest was to

complete phrases from game pieces in order to win prizes. Please give us the 11 phrases
you had to complete in order to win. Please note this list does NOT include the instant win
game pieces {such as you win a Harley, CD, Shades, HBO. jersey or a pop}
-- As If
-- Been There Done That
-- Don't Go There
-- Hasta La Vista Baby
-- I'm Outta Here
-- In It For The Benjamins
-- It's All Good
-- Let's Get Ready To Rumble
-- Shop Til You Drop
-- Talk To The Hand
-- You Talkin' To Me

45 PTS

"Pease porridge hot, pease porridge cold Pease porridge in the pot nine days old." What was
pease porridge?
-- Green Pea or Split pea (soup)

20PTS

What is the first and last name of Tommy's little brother in the "Rugrats" movie?
-- Dylan Pickles (Dill is not an acceptable answer)

65 PTS

(Audio Trivia #93)
Please name the two composers of this song. First and last names, please.
-- Bill Slayback
-- Ernie Harwell

lOPTS

What US National holiday was previously designated Decoration Day, aimed at decorating
the graves of Civil War dead?
-- Memorial Day

45 PTS

J.P. Richardson was once a DJ at a radio station in Beaumont, Texas. What was the name of his
evening show which featured Sinatra-styled pop music?
-- Club 990

15 PTS

What is the full name of the musical genius behind "Jesus Christ Superstar," "Cats," and "Joseph
and the Amazing Technicolor Dream Coat?"
-- (Sir) Andrew Lloyd Webber

HOUR 20 (12:00 NOON)
15 PTS

What was the name of the spin that Dorothy Hamill invented?
-- (Hamill) Camel

20PTS

On the "Simpson's," what is principal Seymour Skinner's real name? First and last name, please.
-- Harmon Tanzarian

140 PTS

From the ever popular Freddi the Fish CD-ROM's for kids titled "The Case of the Haunted
Schoolhouse," what flavors of worm doodles are advertised in the movie theater? Here's where
having kids ages 3 to 8 in the house actually come in handy.
-- chocolate
-- fat free (new!)
-- lemon
-- orange
-- original
-- red
-- sea cucumber

35 PTS

(Audio Trivia #85)
Please name this speaker, his co-star and this movie in which they starred. First and last names,
please.
-- David Spade
. -- Chris Farley
-- "Tommy Boy"

15 PTS

What is the state poem for Oklahoma?
-- "Howdy Folks"

?OPTS

Columbia University Press published and distributed a free comic book in the early fifties in an
attempt to reduce the use of dope smoking by teenagers during that period. What was tl!e name of
the comic?
--Trapped

20PTS

What Minnesota town has been called "Minnesota's Mini San Francisco" or the "Zenith City of the
Unsalted Sea?"
-- Duluth

40PTS

VISUAL TRIVIA # 6
This dog has won a contest and it wasn't "Best of Show" . Please tell us the breed of this dog
named "Twiggy" .
-- Chinese Crested

20PTS

What was the name of Paul McCartney's first work of "Classical Music?"
-- "Liverpool Oratorio"

HOUR 21 (1:00 PM)
15 PTS

Who uttered this famous quotation: "If thou must love me, let it be for naught/ except for sake
only?" Full name, please.
-- Elizabeth Barrett Browning

25 PTS

In the children's series "Blues Clues," what is the name of Mr. Salt and Mrs. Pepper' s child?
-- Paprika

70PTS

This past November the BBC took a whole week to honor the British Institution known as Doctor
Who [ really that's how they put it!!] . Episodes from seven stories of Doctor Who were aired
during that week. Please give us the British titles of these stories.
-- Genesis of The Daleks
-- [An] Unearthly Child
-- [The] Daemons
-- [The] Curse of Fenric
-- [The] Caves of Androzani -- Tomb of the Cybermen
-- [The] Enemy Within

45 PTS

In February 1997 , before Ellen made news on her coming out, a 13 inch tall male doll made his
outing here in The United States. What is the name of this heterosexually challenged doll?
-- Billy

15 PTS

What famous first took place on July 6, 1933 in Comiskey Park, Chicago?
-- (Major League) Baseball's (first) All-Star Game

60PTS

During World War II gasoline burners were installed at intervals along airfield runaways to help
disperse the fog. What was the acronym used for this system and what did each letter
stand for?
-- FIDO

-- Eog Investigation & Qispersal Qperation
20PTS

What is the first and last name of the man that invented a Martini Drink in 1860 at a hotel in San
Francisco?
-- Jerry Thomas

45 PTS

During the 1998 NBA strike, commercials were aired showing celebrities supporting other teams.
What team did Spike Lee endorse? Be specific.
-- St. Ignatious Eighth Grade Girls Basketball (it's fantastic)

25 PTS

Who was the first Prime Minister of the Dominion of Canada? Full name, please.
--John Alexander MacDonald

HOUR 22 (2:00 PM)
lOPTS

Of the eight songs sung by our favorite amphibian mentioned previously in hr #18, question #6,
which song was specifically written for that cartoon?
-- The Michigan Rag

20PTS

Please give us the city and state in North America that would be the precise geographical center of
the North American continent.
-- Rugby, North Dakota

?OPTS

On January fifth of this year, this professional hockey player amassed his 47th point for his career.
Amazingly enough, that's a record. Please give us his first and last name and the record.
-- Tom Barrasso
-- most points by a goalie (career)

50PTS

Please give us the names of the two St. Cloud Metro Bus drivers who participated in the state
rodeo in 1998. First and last names, please.
-- Bonnie Herndon

20PTS

-- Craig Blonigen

This checkers playing program played Marion Tinsley to a draw in 6 consecutive matches in 1994
and has only lost nine games prior to then. What is the name of this program?
-- Chinook

75 PTS

In the Wendy's commercial for The Southwest Chicken OR Cheddar Chicken Pita;-the
commercial was done as a soap opera What was the name of the soap opera?
-- "The Bold and the Flavorful"

20PTS

What is Bob Marley's real first and last name?
-- Robert Nesta

30PTS

What were the first names of David Duchovony's characters in the TV series, "Twin Peaks?"
-- Dennis; Denise

20PTS

(Audio Trivia # 109)
From what movie did this come from?
-- Armageddon

HOUR 23 (3:00 PM)
15 PTS

What is the name of the bi-monthly magazine available on newsstands produced by the
Library of Congress?
-- Civilization

25 PTS

On the TV series "Rugrats," what is the name of Angelica's follicly-impaired doll?
-- Cynthia

90PTS

In the song "Life is a Lemon and I want my Money back" the chorus "asks" Meatloaf different
things about life inquiring whether or not they are defective. What are they? That's 7 1/2 points per
answer, if you get them all.
-- (your) childhood
-- faith
-- (your) family
-- (your) friends
-- (your) future
-- (your) Gods

40PTS

-- hope
-- love
-- (your) school
-- sex
-- (your) town
-- (your) work

What is the name of the Minnesota State Fair's ambassador of value?
-- Cheapskate (the Chick)

15 PTS

(Audio Trivia #114)
Please give us the first and last name of this actor and the movie.
-- John Wayne
-- "Hondo"

90PTS

Please give the first and last name of the first American to win the All-School fencing
championship at the Bristol Old Vic Theatre School in England.
-- Gene Wilder

20PTS

In the 1954 thriller "GOG," what is Gog?
-- Robot

60PTS

Everyone knows that on "Friends", Joey played Dr. Drake Remoray on Days of our Lives. We
want to know what soap opera Gunther, the manager of Central Perk, was in and what his
character's first name was. And for the challenge from the Trivia Gods, how was he killed off?
-- "All My Children"
-- Bryce
-- killed in an avalanche

20PTS

Name the game that was played by Death and the Knight in the film "The Seventh Seal?"
-- Chess

HOUR 24 (4:00 PM)
15 PTS

If you have kakorraphiaphobia (cack-or-aph-E-ah-phobia), you have the fear of what?
(on air: please spell)
-- Failure

25 PTS

What is the name of the phylum that you would find flatworms, flukes and tapeworms?
-- Platyhelminthes (plate-E-hell-min-these)

75 PTS

What was the first song played on Mars on the Sojourner Space Vehicle?
-- "The Final Frontier"

50PTS

Liquid Blue has released two different series of Grateful Bears to honor one of the great bands of
our time. Please give us the names of the ten bears in the second series.
-- Crazy Fingers
-- Dark Star
--Daydream
-- Dupree
-- Franklin

35PTS

-- Irie
-- Jerry
-- Peggy-o
-- Ripple
-- Sunshine

In the episode "Emergence", from "Star Trek: The Next Generation," what Shakespearean
character was Data playing?
-- Prospero (The Tempest)

85 PTS

Watching "Rock and Roll Jeopardy" in October and any reruns of that program later you would
have seen three contestants who are famous musicians who go by the names of Graham Nash,
Mark McGrath and Joe Walsh. They were playing for their favorite charities. We would like to
know who the winner was and the point difference between him and second place. It's an even
number.
-- Mark McGrath
-- 23 ,000 (points)
( Age does not equal wisdom in this case)

15 PTS

Please give us the first and last name of the actress who portrayed Miss Brooks in the radio series,
"Our Miss Brooks?"
-- Eve Arden

45 PTS

Charles Hires invented a drink based on a herbal tea that he tasted. His creation consisted of dried
roots, bark, herbs, and flowers that he originally sold in a powdered formula. What was the
original name of this product and what is it called now? Hint: both names start with his name.
-- Hires Root Tea
-- Hires Root Beer

10 PTS

Which continents lie entirely south of the equator?
-- Antarctica and Australia

HOUR 25 (5:00 PM)
10 PTS

The Apennines (a mountain range) run down the center of what country?
-- Italy

20PTS

What was the previous first and last name of the lucky lady who married the person formerly
known as Prince?
-- Mayte Garcia

80PTS

In early 1998, Honeycomb cereal had an advertising ploy having consumers trying to determine

who stole the Honeycombs within a haunted house. Who were the four suspects?
-- Coat of Arms
-- Dr. Bag O' Bones
-- Miss Clara Voyant
-- Sir Darkov Knight

45 PTS

In 1979 the Metro Bus had a campus n;mte that is now split up among the University,

Campus Clipper Southeast and Husky Shuttle routes. What was the name of this route?
-- Metro [Campus] Carousel
25 PTS

What is the longest running Hallmark Ornament series still in production?
-- Here Comes Santa
(20th in the series was released in 1998)

65 PTS

Please give us the last pair of brothers to play together in and win a world series. First and last
names please ..
-- Morton Cooper
-- William Cooper

20PTS

Who portrayed Cowboy Curtis in the TV series "Pee Wee's Playhouse?" First and last name
please.
-- Laurence Fishburne

40PTS

VISUAL TRIVIA #2
What science fiction character is known to sometimes carry these candies, offering them to
would-be enemies to confuse them, or to people who usually need his assistance?
-- [The] Doctor [Who]

20PTS

In the Sherlock Holmes stories, who is "The Man with the Twisted Lip?"

-- Neville St. Clair

HOUR 26 (6:00 PM)
15 PTS

Who wrote the famous poem "I Heard a Fly Buzz When I Died?" First and last name, please.
-- Emily Dickinson

35 PTS

In the credits of "Airplane II," Best Boy was listed as Frank McKane. Right after this credit they
listed a Worst Boy. Who was he?
-- Adolf Hitler

100 PTS

(Audio Trivia #115)
Please identify this group and name the four members. First and last names, please.
-- Big Blue Wrecking Crew
-- Jerry Reuss (sounds like Royce)
-- Jay Johnston
-- Rick Monday
-- Steve Yeager

45 PTS

In the TV series "Lois and Clark," according to Kryptonian custom children of noble families
were married at birth. What was the name of Clark's birth wife?
-- (Lady) Zara

25PTS

In Samuel Clemens time, what did the riverboat term "Mark Twain" mean?
-- depth of two fathoms or safe to navigate

80PTS

Please give us the names of all eight Swarmees. They're candy, if you're wondering.
-- Belle Blue
-- Gordo Green
-- Lisa Lilac
-- Orville Orange

20PTS

-- Perky Pink
-- Pesky Purple
-- Rikki Red
-- Yellin Yellow

What is the state fossil for Nevada?
-- Ichthyosaur (pronounced !ck-thee-ah-sore)

30PTS

What South of the Border Band kick out their members whenever they reach the ripe old age of
sixteen?
--Menudo

15 PTS

Please give us the first and last name of the perpetrator of the "Cardiff Giant?" ( spell out Cardiff)
-- George Hall

HOUR 27 (7:00 PM) MOVIE HOUR!!
15 PTS

Who provided the voice for Phoebus in the Walt Disney version of "The Hunchback of Notre
Dame?" First and last name please.
-- Kevin Kline

25 PTS

We've heard it so many times that we want to know which movie these closing lines (On Air: In
your best Marlon Brando voice) "The horror. The horror! " originally came from.
-- Apocalypse Now

75 PTS

20 PTS

According to Variety's 1983 year-end survey, this title was the most successful movie of the
1950's, having earned nearly forty three million dollars in rentals up to that point. What movie
were they referring to?
-- "The Ten Commandments"

AUDIO TRIVIA (FILE# 83)

In what movie would you hear this scene and who was the director.We are looking for the first and
last name of the director.
-- "Arsenic and Old Lace"
-- Frank Capra
25 PTS

What is the music we hear in the closing scenes of "A Clockwork Orange?"
-- "Singin' in the Rain"

80 PTS

According to the poll taken in the movie "Madhouse", name the eight ways people those to murder
someone.
-- clorox in the bean dip
-- cook (him) in the oven
--hammer
-- hide (his) medication
-- insulin
-- kindness
-- shoot (him)
-- strangle (him)

20 PTS

What is the alternative title of the movie "Fearless Vampire Killers?"
-- "Pardon Me But Your Teeth Are In My Neck"

35 PTS

In the movie "Singing in the Rain" the characters have to take speech class because of the advent of
the talkies. Among these lessons they are to pronounce tongue twisters. Please finish this tongue
twister that was featured in the movie. "Moses supposes ...
-- [Moses supposes] "his toses are roses but Moses supposes erroneously"

lOPTS

Please give us the only movie listed in recent movie guides that starts with the word Renaissance.
-- "Renaissance Man"

HOUR 28 (8:00 PM)
15 PTS What element has the atomic number of 26?
-- Iron
20 PTS In which movie does Steve Martin have to share his body with Lily Tomlin?
-- "All of Me"

210 PTS
This question is for all you smokers that need another reason to quit: not long ago (expired in
1995)
Marlboro had a Country Store (now illegal to promote this way in Minnesota) that offered a
Best of the West
Sweepstakes with a chance to win 1 of 21 fabulous prizes. Start your digging,
kick up the web search and mosey on over to
the phone because we want to know EXACTLY
what these 21 prizes were advertised as, no miles needed. Yee Haw!
(ON-AIR: GIVE US
YOUR BEST YEE HAW!!!!)
-- Airstream trailer
-- Be in the movies
-- C.F. Martin (Acoustic) guitar
-- Cheyenne frontier days
•· Cowboy bunkhouse
-- Cowboy closet
-- Eight foot hot tub
-- Fly fishing in jackson hole
-- Helicopter ski trip
-- Indian roadmaster
-· Mechanical bull
-- 1957 chevy convertible
-- 100 ounces of gold
-- Ranch house
-- Record your hit
-- Registered quarter horse
-- Saddle up and head out
-- Solid oak bar
-· Ultimate western bar-b-que
-- Western treasure
-- Wurlitzer cd jukebox
35 PTS What kind of Academy Award was presented to Charlie McCarthy in 1937?
-- Outstanding Comedy Creation
15 PTS Who was the sponsor for the TV series, "Wild Kingdom?"
-- Mutual of Omaha (Insurance)
60 PTS What institute bills itself as the "Cicada (pronounced sick-a-duh, please spell it out) Capitol of the
because of its large cicada collection?

World,"

-- Staten Island Institute of Arts and Science
20 PTS If it is 30 degrees Celsius, what is the temperature on the Fahrenheit scale?
-- 86 degrees

30 PTS The U.S . Presidents retreat is Camp David. What is the British Prime Ministers country house
-- Checquers (checkers)

IO PTS What let,ter tops a standard eye chart?
--E

called?

HOUR 29 (9:00 PM)
10 PTS

How many lines make up a limerick?
-- five

35 PTS

70 PTS

Who were the first two astronauts to fly freely in space without tether? First and last
names, please.
-- Bruce McCandless
-- Robert Stewart

AUDIO TRIVIA (FILE# 118 )
What is the title of this song and who is the performer? First and last names, please.
-- Chevy Chase (song)
-- Eubie Blake (performer)

45 PTS

The "Irresistible bait for a superhero, that's what a sidekick is for." This is the definition given by
what Tick villain?
-- (The) Deadly Bulb

35 PTS

Malta's capitol, Valetta, was name after whom? Full name, please.
-- Jean Parisot de la Vallette (phone bank: if unsure, ask to spell)

100 PTS

Please gives the name of the album from which the theme music heard at the beginning and end of
each episode of KVSC"s Trivia Theater "The Knights of the Sound Table" is from.
-- Music from the Elder ( by KISS)

25 PTS

German immigrants brought the Groundhog Day celebration to America, but used to have a
different animal playing the role of Spring forecaster back in the homeland. What animal was it?
-- badger

40PTS

What was Sir Lawrence Olivier's title while he was a baron. Guess what? You don't need to give
us the title baron! hoo Hoo
-- (Baron) Olivier of Brighton

10 PTS

Who was the first ruler to take the title of Czar of all Russia?
-- Ivan IV (Grand Duke of Muscovy)

HOUR 30 (10:00 PM)
15 PTS

Give us ~e next six words to this famous poem by Edgar Allen Poe: "Once upon a midnight
dreary .. .
-- "... while I pondered, weak and weary"

20PTS

Who wrote this famous opening line and in which play begins "Now is the winter of our
discontent, made glorious summer by this sun of York?"
-- William Shakespeare
-- "Richard ill"

70PTS

You may go visit The Alien Zoo or the Hall of Heroes for knowledge and leisure in this city. Or
maybe turn on the television to watch game shows with hosts Bob Nicely, Chiller Black, Johnny
Teardrop or Corn O'Connors. You might even want to go down to the Smokatorium to have a
cigarette or two if you have your special license. But our personal recommendation would be to go
to a concert featuring Ladonna or Pug Ugly. In what fictional city can a person do all this?
-- Mega City One (from the infamous Judge Dredd Comics)

55 PTS

At the 17th annual Minnesota Renaissance Festival, the King had an appointed selection of wine.
Please give us the name of this wine.
-- Cribari (wine)

35 PTS

On "The Simpson's", when Krusty the Clown's show gets canceled, what does he offer, via a
sign he holds, to do for food? (Okay we should have played this challenge 9: 15 p.m. last night,
sorry!)
-- Drop his pants

80PTS

Please give us the names as they appeared on the tags of the four stuffed animals released
exclusively by Herbergers for Christmas 1998. We are only looking for the names!!!
-- Herbie (the Moose)
-- Melda (the Monkey)
-- Sully (the Lion)
-- Tiger Rose

35 PTS

If you're a gymnomaniac, what is your obsession?
-- nakedness OR nudity ( yada yada yada)

45 PTS

Please give us the first and last names of the only three players in Major League baseball history to
win the Most Valuable Player Award at two different positions.
-- Hank Greenberg
-- Stan Musial
-- Robin Yount

15 PTS

You're playing Monopoly. You are on Go, you roll a two , then you roll a twelve and then you roll
another two. Where do you end up?
-- Jail ( you rolled three doubles HEE HEE)

HOUR31 (11:00PM)
15 PTS

Please give us the first fourteen words of the Henry Wadsworth Longfellow poem "Paul Revere's
Ride."
-- "Listen, my children, and you shall hear/ of the midnight ride of Paul Revere"

25 PTS

In Walt Disney's "Hercules," when Hercules skipped a stone across a pool of water it hit a
statue, which statue?
-- Venus de Milo

85 PTS

VISUAL TRIVIA # 5
Please identify these two people. First and last names, please.
-- Judy Garland

30PTS

-- Brent Spiner

AUDIO TRIVIA (FILE # 43)
This would be the theme song to what TV show?
-- Tales from the Crypt

T.O.

Please give us the only football teams not represented in the Pro Bowl this year.
-- Detroit Lions
-- Chicago Bears
-- Cincinnati Bengals
-- Philadelphia Eagles
-- St. Louis Rams

55 PTS

Please give us the 3 rules Teen Wolfs basketball coach lives by in the movie "Teen Wolf."
-- Never get less that 12 hours sleep
-- Never play cards with a guy that has the first name as a city
-- Never go near a lady who's got a tattoo of a dagger on her body

25 PTS

Who illustrated the original stories of "Alice in Wonderland" and "Through the Looking Glass?"
First and last name, please.
-- John Tenniel

40PTS

Who was the first English Monarch to receive the title "Defender of the Faith" and which Pope
bestowed it. NO we do not want the name of the Pope before he was Pope.
-- Henry VIII
OR
Henry the Eighth
-- Pope Leo X
OR
Pope Leo the Tenth

15 PTS

John Napier discovered what mathematical process?
-- logarithms

HOUR 32 (12:00 Midnight)
!OPTS

What gum did 4 out of 5 dentists recommend to their patients who chewed gum?
-- Trident [sugarless gum]

30PTS

Who was Albino (Al-beeno) Luciani (Lucy-Yanni) for 34 days in 1978?
-- Pope John Paul I ( he died Sept. 28 , 1978)

75 PTS

In the TV series "Highlander," what was the name of the romance novel written about Duncan
MacLeod, a legendary hero that seemed to always show up in time and help the oppressed?
-- Blade of the MacLeods

50PTS

Where was "The Last Supper" painted? BE specific
-- Refectory of Santa Maria delle Grazie in Milan, Italy

20PTS

What was Wild Bill Hickock's full name?
-- James Butler Hickock

50PTS

AUDIO TRIVIA (FILE# 84 )
Name the group performing this British TV Theme song.
-- Renaissance

20PTS

What are the three competitive levels of the All-American Soap Box Derby?
-- Master
-- Stock
-- Super Stock

45 PTS

"The George Bums and Gracie Allen Show" aired from 1950 to 1958. During that tirne George
and Gracie's neighbor, Harry Morton, was portrayed by four different actors. Give us their first
and last names.
0

-- John Brown
-- Fred Clark
-- Larry Keating
-- Hal March
!OPTS

What is one billionth of a second better known as?
-- nanosecond

HOUR 33 (1:00 AM) SPEED ROUND
(Please use Speed Round format)
20PTS

The advertisements for this movie read(past tense) "he talks". What movie are we referring
to?
-- The Great Dictator

20PTS

What are the names of the two teams from MTV's Rock-N-Jock baseball game from 1998?
-- Pros
-- Stars

20PTS

Which two people were given credit for writing the song "Take me out to the Ballgame"?
First and last names, please.
-- Albert Von Tilzer
-- Jack Norworth

20PTS

Please give us the name of the 20th television series that Aaron Spelling produced.
-- Family

20PTS

What are the ingredients that make up the Power Puff Girls?
-- sugar
-- spice
-- everything nice
-- chemical X

20PTS

What company owns Tokyo Disneyland?
-- Oriental Land Company

20PTS

Who received the 1997 Shamus Award for Best First Private Eye Novel? We are looking for
the title of the book and the authors full name.
-- "This Dog For Hire"-- Carol Lea Benjamin

20PTS

The last metal non-reproduction lunch box was mass produced in 1985. Who or what graced
the cover?
-- Rambo or Sylvester Stallone

20PTS

Jane Fonda appeared in a television episode of "9 to 5". What role did she play?
-- night watch person or security guard (or anything close to this)

Speed Round (2nd Half)
(Please use Speed Round Format)
20PTS

Who was the first blind Oscar winner and what was the category? First and last name, please.
-- Stevie Wonder
-- Best Song

20PTS

(1984, "I Just Called to Say I Love You")

She was given the name "Little Sureshot" by Sitting Bull and also was adopted by the
Sioux. She liked to hang out with a Wild West Show and go by the name of Annie
Oakley. What was her real first and last name?
-- Phoebe Moses

20PTS

Cool Blue and Li'l Oaty are characters for what cereal company?
-- Malt-O-Meal

20PTS

Where do you find the answer to the question: How many roads must a man walk before he
can see the sky?
-- (the answer, my friend, is) "Blowing in the Wind"

20PTS

In Nick Parks claymation movies, what is Wallace's favorite cheese?
-- Wensleydale

20PTS

From the ever popular cartoon "He-Man", please give us He-Man and Battle Cat's alter egos.
-- Prince Adam (He Man)
-- Cringer (Battle Cat)

20PTS

What are the 3 steps to Eddie Rabbits song Step by Step ?
-- (1st:) Ask her out and treat her like a lady
-- (2nd:) Tell her she's the one your dreaming of
-- (3rd:) Take her in your arms and never let her go

20PTS

What country houses the world's highest waterfall and what is it called?
-- Venezuela; Angel (Falls)

20PTS

This name is shared by a Mexican state, a river and a condiment. What name are we referring to?
-- tabasco

HOUR 34 (2:00 AM)
15 PTS

Please give us the first and last name of Helen Mirren's character in the series "Prime Suspect, "
featured in Mystery! on PBS.
-- Jane Tennison

25 PTS

What actor portrays Brother Cadfael on the series "Cadfael"? (Cad-File) First and last name,
please.
-- (Sir) Derek Jacobi

100 PTS

The Land of Lakes Girl Scout Council sponsored a contest for it's 1998 Holiday card design.
The Grand Prize winner was from St. Cloud, please give us her first and last name.
--Jennifer Richter

40 PTS

AUDIO TRIVIA (FILE# 77 )
This is the flight alarm of what North American bird?
-- Peregrine Falcon

30PTS

What was the name of the comet that was barely visible as it passed by the Earth in early 1974?
· -- (Comet) Kohoutek

75 PTS

In episode 4 of KVSC"s Trivia Theater "The Knights of the Sound Table," lyrics from three songs
are quoted in sucession. Name the three songs and the groups that these songs are associated
withperf
-- Heart - "Magic Man'
-- Uriah Heep - "The Wizard"
-- Black Sabbath - "The Wizard"

20PTS

What is the first and last name of the warp drive pioneer that the Star Trek crew find when they go
back in time to stop the Borg in the movie "Star Trek: First Contact?
-- Zefram Cochrane

60PTS

On the now-canceled television show "Ned and Stacy", _what was the nickname Ned gave to Eric?
-- Ricco

10 PTS

What tale begins "All children, except one, grow up"?
-- Peter Pan

HOUR 35 (3:00 AM)
15 PTS

Who wrote the famous poem "She Walks in Beauty?"
-- George Gordon or Lord Byron

35 PTS

What magazine did George get caught with, by his mother, thus inspiring "The Contest" ,
on television's "Seinfeld"?
-- Glamour

80PTS

AUDIO TRIVIA (FILE# 346 )
Please give us the titles to the following caffeinated tunes - in the order they are played
please.
-- Coffee Blues
-- Black Coffee In Bed
-- Black Coffee
-- Coffee Break

40PTS

Who is the current President of the St. Cloud Women of Today? First and last name, please.
-- Jane Holmberg

35 PTS

What was the name of John Cleese's "Monty Python's Flying Circus" character who
worked at the Ministry of Silly Walks?
-- Mr. Teabag

60PTS

Please give us the complete nursery rhyme from the horror flick "Nightmare on Elm Street" .
(This is definitely a 3 a.m. question)
-- one, two Freddies coming for you
-- three, four better lock your door
-- five, six grab your crucifix
-- seven, eight better stay awake
-- nine, ten never sleep again

25 PTS

What were the band members names in the group the Honeydrippers? First and last names only.
-- Jeff Beck
-- Jimmy Page
-- Nile Rodgers
-- Robert Plant

45 PTS

On the cartoon series "Cow and Chicken" , Cow went into space to help repair what microscope?
-- Stubble [Microscope]

!OPTS

What language would set Gomez Addams in a romantic mood if uttered by his wife
Morticia?
-- French

HOUR 36 (4:00 AM)
lOPTS

In the nursery rhyme, how many fiddlers did Old King Cole have?

-- three
20 PTS

AUDIO TRIVIA (FILE# 97)
Please give us the first and last name of this actress.

-- Bette Davis
80PTS

In the movie 'The Frighteners", Johnny Bartlett made references to four murderers with whom he

wanted to best. Please give us their real last names, whether directly mentioned or implied.
-- Bundy
-- Casey OR Gasey (SP?)
-- Chikatilo (Russian Cannibal Freak will not suffice)
-- Starkweather
45 PTS

Please give us the first and last name of the man who invented S.O.S. pads while
attempting to sell aluminum cookware.
-- Edwin Cox

35 PTS

Please give us the first and last name of the most famous right fielder for the New York Yankees
the year before George Herman Ruth arrived.
-- George Halas

65 PTS

On the television show "I Love Lucy," what is the name of the candy company factory that
Lucy and Ethel display their poor candy-wrapping abilities at?
-- Kramer's Candy Kitchen

25 PTS

What does the acronym MASER stand for?
-- Microwave Amplification by Stimulated Emission of Radiation

40PTS

In 1487, what is the first and last name of the young lad who impersonated the Earl of Warwick,
thus becoming one of the English Pretenders to take the throne?

-- Lambert Sirnnel
20PTS

Who wrote the book "Lolita?" First and last name, please.
-- Vladimir Nabokov

HOUR 37 (5:00 AM)
!OPTS

What is the name of the monthly yellow bordered magazine?
-- National Geographic

20PTS

Please give us the first and last name of the recently deceased actress who, as Agatha Christie
herself stated, was "perfect to play Miss Marple?"
-- Joan Hickson

80 PTS

On television's "The Mary Tyler Moore Show," what was Chuckles the clown's motto?
-- "A little song, a little dance, a little seltzer down your pants"

50PTS

Now that Cal Ripken officially took a day off, his active games played streak has ended. What
player, first and last name, sits atop the current active streak with 334 games played?
-- Albert Belle

30PTS

Please give us the name of Henry the VIII's wives?
-- Anne Boelyn
-- Catherine of Aragon
-- Jane Seymour

75 PTS

-- Anne of Cleves
-- Catherine Howard
-- Catherine Parr ·

What Milwaukee music group was discovered performing in front of a theater by the
Pretenders, who incidentally asked this group to open for them at that evening's concert?
-- Violent Femmes

20PTS

What two Presidents died on the exact same July fourth? First and last names please.
-- John Adams and Thomas Jefferson

30PTS

In what year did Johannes Kepler publish his first two laws of planetary motion?
-- 1609

20PTS

Who is Eric Arthur Blair better known as? First and last name, please.
-- George Orwell

HOUR 38 (6:00 AM)
Only two hours til the big one!
lOPTS

In the School House Rock videos, what is the title of the grammer video?
-- Grammer Rock (duh)

30PTS

Please give us the month, day and year of the original showing of the famous Sammy Davis Jr.kissing-Carroll-O'Connor episode of television's "All in the Family".
-- February 19, 1972

90PTS

Who is the only non-celebrity athletic spokesperson of the Got Milk ads? First and last name
only.
-- Zoe Koplowitz

50PTS

Hans Holbein the Younger created an oil painting in 1533, with two scholars on either side
of a set of shelves. The shelves are covered with allegorical items referring to the two men
as well as life during the Renaissance. The alternate name for this painting is 'The
Ambassadors." The actual name of the painting is the name of the two men. Please give us
their names. First and last names please.
-- Jean (de) Dinteville

10 PTS

-- Georges (de) Selve

AUDIO TRIVIA (FILE# 95)
In what movie would you hear this exchange.
-- 'The Blues Brothers"

80PTS

In the Warner Brothers cartoons, Rhode Island Red is an old college buddy of Foghorn Leghorn.
In order for Foghorn to get rid of his 'buddy', he delivers a fake telegram to Red . The telegram
states that Red has inherited a fortune. The telegram is signed by a lawyer. What was the name of
the lawyer?
-~ A. Shyster

35 PTS

What was the name of the movie that was featured in "Mystery Science Theater 3000: The Movie?"
-- "This Island Earth"

60 PTS

Please give us first and last names of the first two persons to run a kickoff return for a touchdown
from the NFL Denver Broncos. Hint: there is a 26 year difference between the two.
-- Vaughn Hebron
-- Randy Montgomery

15 PTS

What element has the atomic number of 79?
-- Gold

HOUR 39 (7:00 AM)
Only one hour til the big one!
lOPTS

What United States franchise first opened its doors in the USSR January 31 , 1990?
-- Mc Donald's

20PTS

What was the name of Madonna's first film she acted(?) in?
-- "A Certain Sacrifice"

125 PTS

Justin Flournoy, Daniel Rodgers, Maria Ramos, David Robinson and Jamekia Nelson were all
recognized by this beverage manufacturer during the 1998 holiday season. Please give us the
name of the beverage company and what these five did for this company. Hint: the David
Robinson listed is not the professional basketball player.
--Coca Cola
-- designed postcards (that were displayed in specially marked 12 and 24
packs of Coca Cola over the 1998 holiday season)

45 PTS

What was the name of the "Get Together" that Bill Clinton had when he visited Beavis and
Butthead's school on the MTV series, "Beavis and Butthead?"
-- "Youth: The Next Generation" (with Bill Clinton)

35 PTS

Because of this animal, General Mills remade the containers of their yogurt to appeal to animalrights activists. It seems they were getting there heads stuck in the old ones and dying in the wild.
What kind of animal are we referring to?
-- skunk

55 PTS

During the 1998-1999 National Football League playoffs, there was only one active player with
five Super Bowl Champions rings. Our fantasy was to see him wearing them while he was
playing. (Smash TV rules!!) Please give us his first and last name.
-- Charles Haley (1988-89 SF, 1989-90 SF, 1992-93 DAL,
1993-94 DAL, 1995-96 DAL)

25 PTS

This city used to be called Christiania. What is it called now?
-- Oslo

35 PTS

Yesterday on the cartoon series "Freakazoid" in the episode "... And Fanboy was his name," what
was the first name of Freakazoid's mute butler? And you thought we were just writing questions,
nope, some of us were watching Cartoon Network.
-- Ingmar

10 PTS

In the TV series "Mission: Impossible," how long would it take for the tape to self destruct?
-- 5 seconds

HOUR 40 (8:00 AM)
Question# 1--refer to next page
25 PTS

Please give us the only nation to have competed in all world cups of soccer to date.
-- Brazil

10 PTS

(Audio Trivia #126)
Please give us the first and last name of this actor and the movie this sound clip appears in.

-- Jim Carrey
-- Liar Liar
40 PTS

In the movie, "The Hustler'", the first time Eddie played Minnesota Fats, how long did they play?
Please give us the answer in hours.
-- 40 (hours)[40 POINTS, HOUR 40, how many more clues do you need?]

20PTS

There are exactly 256 of these in a gallon. What are we referring to?
-- Tablespoons

115 PTS

AUDIO TRIVIA (FILE #345)
Please name, in order, these artists you might hear on KVSC's "Thriving On A Riff'.
-- Dizzy Gillespie
-- Count Basie
-- Son Ra
-- Miles Davis
-- Wes Montgomery
--Tommy Flanagan (Trio)

25 PTS

What is the name given to the lowest region on the Earth's surface?
-- Mariana Trench

45 PTS

What substance is Sara Pezzini's witchblade made of in the comic book "Witchblade"?
-- Malakhite

15 PTS

In ballet a complete tum on one leg has the same name as a type of Pepperidge Farm
Cookie. What is it?
-- Pirouette (peer-ooh-et)

360 PTS

For 360 trivia hell points ...In 1970 Parker Brothers came out with "Masterpiece: The Art Auction"
board game that came with six player cards and twenty-four picture cards. On the picture cards
are, surprise!! Works of art. We would like to know the names of all twenty-four pieces of art AS
THE NAMES APPEAR ON THE BACK OF THE CARD!!!! We will need to be hardline on this,
since this is the BIG ONE. Read us the names off the back of the cards. If you give us the correct
title of one painting, you will get an "incomplete", if you give us only one word on the list, you
will get a "wrong" .
(Phone workers, if in doubt, have them spell it)
(On air: this question will be the first question opened this hour. Please keep it open until the

end of the hour)
--American Gothic
--At the Moulin Rouge
--Combat between the Pasha and the Giaour
--Dancers in the Wings
--Greyed Rainbow
--Harmen Gerritsz van Rijn
--Holy Family with Infant St. John and St Elizabeth
--Nighthawks
--Old St. Lazare Station, Paris
--On the Terrace
--Place de !'Europe on a Rainy Day
--Self Portrait
--St. George and the Dragon
--St John the Baptist
--Still Life
--Sy Ivette
--The Assumption of the Virgin
--The Bath
--The Circus Rider
--The Family Concert
--The Golden Wall
--The Herring Net
--The Rock
--Watermill with Great Red Roof

HOUR 41 (9:00 AM)
15 PTS

What number is associated with a hemidemisemiquaver (hem-eh-dem-eh-sem-eh-quaver)?
-- 64

30PTS

Through most of his perfoming career Howard Jones had a mime that performed at his
concerts. Please give us this mime's first and last name.
-- Jed Hoile [if in doubt have team spell last name]

125 PTS

Please give us the name of the song and the group that performs in the video, in Dire Straits
video " Money for nothing, " and NO it is not Dire Stai ts on stage performing their "Money for
nothing song!!!
-- First Floor [group]

55 PTS

--"Baby,Baby" [song]

Which animated British TV superhero is a vegetarian because he was brought back to life with
ketchup, instead of blood?
-- Count Duckula

30PTS

What are the names of all the racers in Nintendo's Diddy Kong Racing game?
It came out a couple of weeks before last years contest, so we figured we'd use it this year. hehehe
-- Banjo
-- Bumper
-- Conker
-- Diddy Kong

110 PTS

Please give us all the names given to Mel Gibson in the movie "BIRD ON A WIRE." Yes,
first and last names, please. Keep in mind the point value for how many there are.
-- Billy Ray Bowers
-- David Putnam
-- Gordon Connover
-- Harding Bennett
-- Harvey Lightner
-- Jean DeForrett

20PTS

-- Drumstick
-- Krunch
-- Pipsy
--Timber
--Tiptup

-- Jodie Turnbull
-- Matthew Carlson
-- Monte Archer
-- Nelson Poole
-- Richard Jarmin

What is the name of the dog that appears on the Old Navy commercials?
--Magic

45 PTS

According to the movie, "The Color of Money", what is the only kind of bourbon that Fast Eddie
will drink?
-- JTS Brown

20PTS

Which flourishing city on the Arno River was the leading cultural center of the Italian
renaissance?
-- Florence

HOUR 42 (10:00 AM)
!OPTS

Please give us the first and last name of NSP's mascot and it rhymes with Freddy Pillowatt.
-- Reddy Kilowatt

30PTS

In the Minnesota Twins 1998 list of Special events, what was July 23 designated as? Please be
specific.
-- Mpls. St. Paul Magazine Library Poster Day

150 PTS

What is the name of the Italian town that lies beneath a man made lake and rises from its
watery grave every ten years when the lake is drained for mainteance work?
-- Fabbriche (di Careggine)

65 PTS

There are five cookie jars offered for sale in the Mills Fleet Farm 1998 Winter Catalog. Please give
us the names of the cookie jars as they were listed in the catalog.
--Apple
-- Cow
-- pig
--Tigger
-- Winnie The Pooh

35 PTS

What was the First Felix the Cat cartoon?
-- Feline Follies [1919]

60PTS

Who said "Where was the detective story until Poe breathed the breath of life into it?" We are
looking for the complete name.
-- (Sir) Arthur Conan Doyle

20PTS

VISUAL TRIVIA #9
Please give us the name of the work of art and the artist.
-- Rembrandt (Van Rijn)
-- The Syndics of the cloth Guild

40PTS

On the radio series A Witch' s Tale, what is the name of the Old Witch of Salem and her
black Cat?
-- Old Nancy [ witch ]
-- Satan [ cat ]

25 PTS

Please give us the first and last name of the person who provides the voice of the Furby's.
--Tony Pope

HOUR43 (11:00AM)
15 PTS

The War of the Roses refers to the badges of the warring factions of 2 houses. What 2
houses?
-- York
-- Lancaster

20PTS

What is the name of the Fred Nib lo silent film that featured Rudolph Valentino as a
bullfighter?
-- "Blood and Sand"

50PTS

Waving a yellow flag is an international symbol signaling what?
-- infectious disease

25 PTS

Before it was known as Cape of Good Hope what was the name given to the point of Africa?
-- Cape of Storms

60PTS

On the television series "Cheers", Cliff has an opportunity to shine on the game show
"Jeopardy!" Please give us the six categories that he had to choose from.
-- Bar Trivia
-- Beer
-- Celibacy
-- Civil Servants
-- Mothers and Sons
-- Stamps from around the world

40PTS

What was the name of the bordello that Beetlejuice visited to feel less anxious from the movie with
the same title?
-- Dante's inferno Room

15 PTS

On what part of your body would you get dactylogramed (dac-till-o-gram-d) (ON AIR PLEASE

SPELL DACTYLOGRAMED)?
-- fingers (it is fingerprinting)
40PTS

In the Walt Disney animated movie "The Jungle Book", what are the names of the four vultures
that befriend Mowgli?
--Buzzie
-- Dizzy
-- Flaps
-- Ziggy

20PTS

What is the first and last name of the author of this rhyme: "Wynken, Blynken and Nod one
night/Sailed off in a wooden shoe/Sailed on a river of crystal light/Into a sea of dew?"
-- Eugene Field

HOUR 44 (12:00 NOON)
!OPTS

What is the name of the twenty-two card deck used for fortune telling?
-- tarot (cards)

30PTS

Although he had been recording 17 years, this song became Chuck Berry's first (and
only) number 1 hit. What was it?
-- My Ding-a-Ling

65 PTS

Please give us the first and last name of the person who designed the U.S. bicentennial quarter.
-- Jack Ahr

T.O.

What are the names of the Galleries on the second floor of the Minnesota Children's Museum?
-- Changing World (Gallery)
-- One World (Gallery)
-- World Works (Gallery)

75 PTS

This late 1960's movie is about a group of travelers on a whirlwind eighteen day tour of Europe.
What is the name of this movie?
-- "If it's Tuesday, This Must be Belgium"

90PTS

In the Italian Renaissance painting, "The School of Love," by Antonio Allegri, or as he
was better known as, Correggio, three classical mythological characters are depicted.
Please give us the Roman version of their names.

-- Venus
25 PTS

-- Mercury

-- Cupid

Jam Mabuse was one of the first Flemish artists to be influenced by the Italian Renaissance
artists. What was Mabuse's real first and last name?
-- Jan Gossaert

35 PTS

Who designed the famous Rolling Stones lips with the tongue logo? First and last name, please.
-- Andy Warhol

15 PTS

In the Walt Disney movie "Mulan," what is the name of Mulan's dog?

-- Little Brother

HOUR45 (1:00PM)
15 PTS

On the radio show "Duffy's Tavern" , what was the slogan of this place "where the elite meet to
eat"?
-- "Where the elite meet to eat" (kinda gave it away, huh)

30PTS

In the novel Pride and Prejudice, what was the first name of the main male lead, Mr.
Darcy?
-- Fitzwilliam

75 PTS

In the Piers Anthony novel "And Eternity," Nox abducts Orlene's baby, Gawain Jr. In return for
the infant, Nox requests an item from each of the incarnations. Please give us the incarnation and
the item required from each of them .
-- a blank soul
-- a blessing
-- a curse
-- a grain of sand from the "Hourglass"
-- a seed
-- a tear
-- a thread oflife

[from Death]
[from Good]
[from Evil]
[from Time]
[from War]
[from Nature]
[from Fate]

60PTS

USA Olympic Crunch was a cereal put out by General Mills. This oat cereal was in the
shape of stars and had the cereal had 6 Winter Sport marshmallow shapes. What were the
shapes?
. -- Gold Medal
-- Ski Slope
-- ice skate
-- torch
-- snow board
-- hockey stick

35 PTS

In television commercials there is now an animated Chef Boyardee and his "son" Chef Jr.
Chef Jr. has a little dog. What is the dog's name?
-- Rigatoni

75 PTS

What was the name of the man who attacked Michelangelo's sculpture Pieta at St. Peter'. s
Basilica? First and last name, please.
--Lazlo Toth

25 PTS

Give us the first and last names of the two vocalists known as Salt-n-Pepa.
-- Cheryl James

45 PTS

-- Sandy Denton

Who was the first person to build a rigid hull airship from aluminum? First and last name,
please.
-- David Schwarz

20PTS

Who declared "Every man over forty is a scoundrel?" Full name, please.
-- George Bernard Shaw

HOUR 46 (2:00 PM)
15 PTS

On which sea would you sail from Albania to Venice?
-- The Adriatic Sea

25 PTS

In the Cinnamon Toast Crunch commercials, what is the name of the animated baker?
-- Wendell

75 PTS

What was the name of the cereal being eaten in the beginning of the video, "Down Under"
by Men at Work? The complete name of the cereal, please.
-- VitosE: Toasted Muslei

45 PTS

What was the name of the Hemingway poem that mysteriously found it's way onto Maggie
Rice's bedstand in the movie "City of Angels?"
-- A Moveable Feast

30PTS

In the Walt Disney animated feature film "The Rescuers," what was the name of the business
owned by Medusa?
-- Madame Medusa's Pawn Shop Boutique

75 PTS

What was the name of the John Daly Burk 1797 play that recreated a famous
Revolutionary War battle?
-- "Bunker Hill"

25 PTS

In the TV program "Blues Clues," what is the name of pink puppy that is a friend of Blue?
--Magenta

30PTS

After the War of the Roses, a marriage took place that united the House of York and the_
House of Lancaster. Who were the "Happy " couple?
-- Henry the VII

20PTS

-- Elizabeth of York

Her real name is Caryn Johnson. What first and last name does she now use?
-- Whoopi Goldberg

HOUR 47 (3:00 PM)
15 PTS

What cable TV series has the catch line " Every life has a story?"
-- Biography

25 PTS

All animals are classified in seven ranks starting with kingdom. Give us the other six in
descending order.
-- phylum or phyla
-- family

250 PTS

-- class
-- genus or genera

-- order
-- species

VISUAL TRIVIA #7
This portrait commemorates a young man who achieved a distinction unique in his branch of service.
We would like to know where is this painting displayed, the first and last name and the rank of the man
pictured, and what distinction did he achieve?

[ON AIR leave this question open and close the same time as question 6}
-- United States Coast Guard Academy
-- Signalman First Class Douglas Munro
-- [Toe] Congressional Medal of Honor
[The only Coast Guard service person to ever receive this honor]

60PTS

A special coat was designed by a 1998 Minnesota Renaissance Festival Master. This coat was
worn by a now well known Minnesota celebrity on the Jay Leno show. Give us the first and last
name of the Renaissance Master, the Minnesota Celebrity and what the coat was made out of.
-- Natasha Treuer
-- Jesse the Body OR Jesse Ventura
-- boa constrictor

25 PTS

Name the first Black American in space. First and last name, please.
-- Guy Bulford

60 PTS

A quick biography: ex pro football quarterback, brief movie career in Burt Reynolds movies, and had a top
forty hit on the country charts with a song written by Hank Williams. Please give us his first and
last name and the top forty hit.

-- Terry Bradshaw
20PTS

-- "I'm So Lonesome I Could Cry"

If Peter Piper picked a peck of pickled peppers, how many quarts did he pick?
-- 8 (quarts)

35 PTS

The National Coalition on Television Violence named this action-adventure series the most violent
program in 1983. What was the name of the series?
--The A-Team

20PTS

The first moving picture studio was completed February 1, 1893. The official name of the
structure was Kinetographic Theater. What was the nickname given to it?
-- Black Maria

HOUR 48 (4:00 PM)
20PTS

What is the full name of the person who wrote the lyrics for "Oh, Canada"? Full name please.
-- Adolphe Basile Routhier

25 PTS

What president used "Full Dinner Pail" as a slogan for re-election? First and last name,
please.
-- William McKinley

125 PTS

What is the first NON-television or movie action figure produced by Playmate for Star Trek
collectors? We want his rank, first and last name.
-- Captain Mackenzie Calhoun

40 PTS

VISUAL TRIVIA #2 : Please give us the names of the characters on the candy bag.
-- Bubbles
-- Bigheart
-- Boofuls
-- Brilliant
-- Baby Bonny
-- Bumper

25 PTS

Who compiled the collection of Arthurian legends into the text known as "Morte D'
Arthur?" First and last name, please.
-- Thomas Mallory

75 PTS

The music group The Band gave their final concert in the same auditorium that had also seen their
first concert. This last hurrah was the focal point of a film by Martin Scorcese. What we
would like to know is the name of the auditorium and the name of the Scorcese film.
-- Winterland Ballroom [San Francisco, CA]
-- "The Last Waltz"

20PTS

Whom was the Mercalli scale named after? First and last name, please.
-- Giuseppe Mercalli

50PTS

Toyfare is a magazine that covers action figures. Toyfare has a spokesdog that answers one
question per issue. What is the name of this spokesdog?
-- Zach Malamute

20PTS

What was the name of the lioness featured in the movie "Born Free"?
-- Elsa

HOUR 49 (5:00 PM)
15 PTS

What is the only state that is both north and east of the Mason-Dixie Line?
--Delaware

20PTS

In which Shakespeare's writings is 'The Game Up?'
-- Cymbeline [Act iii, sc 31 ,107 spoken by Belarius]

100 PTS

In 1994 the Ertl Toy company produced Jibba Jabber Jr. Please give the names of the
four different Jibba Jabbers that were available.
-- Lieutenant Jibba (police officer)
-- Jibba Naut (spaceman)
-- Jibba Rock (rocker)
-- Jibba Dude ( surfer dude)

30PTS

Who was the first professional female astronomer in the United States?
-- Maria Mitchell (1818-1889)

35 PTS

The Native Americans of Alaska would call these mountains Denali and Denali's Wife.
What would we call these mountains?
-- McKinley [Denali]
-- Foraker [Denali's wife]

80PTS

Who became the first rock star to play at Radio City Music Hall? First and last name please.
-- Billy Preston

25 PTS

What are the names of the terrorist brothers in the movie "Face Off?" Of course first and last name.
-- Castor and Pollux Troy

45 PTS

After the death of Edward VI, who was proclaimed Queen but only reigned nine days? ·First and
last name will suffice.
-- [Lady] Jane Grey

20PTS

What mysterious character did Robert Harding Andrews, Orson Welles, Bill Johnstone and Bret
Morrison portray on the radio?
-- Lamont Cranston OR The Shadow

HOUR 50 (6:00 PM)
20 PTS

Among the safety characters at the St. Cloud Metropolitan Transit kick off for " A Leap in
the Right Direction," several safety conscience characters were present. Among them were
Woodsy Owl, Smokey the Bear, Gruff McGruff and two crash test dummies . What
were their names? (OK it's the end of the contest we are trying to make this easy!!!)
-- Vince and Larry

20 PTS

What was the answer to the first question of this contest?
-- Charles Graham

20 PTS

In the video release of Wallace and Gromit's "A Close Shave" we would like to know the
name of the brown hair beauty that stole Wallace's heart. AKA his girlfriend!!!!
-- W endolene

20 PTS

What call letters were missing from this year's trivia poster?

-- KVSC
20 PTS

What company produces SPAM?
-- Hormel

20 PTS

On the Gary Zimmerman cable access show that showcased Trivia Renaissance, the
question was brought up as to whether Gary was a boxer or a brief guy. Due to the
persistence of enquiring minds (Thank You MTC Bus Drivers), we received the answer to
this elusive question and KVSC station manager Jo McMullen broadcast it during the
first hour of the contest. What is Gary's preference?
-- briefs (as opposed to boxers)

20 PTS

What was the theme to last year's trivia contest?
-- Trivia Sells Out

20 PTS

What company produces Crayola crayons?
-- Binney and Smith

20 PTS

OK you can stop holding your breath, here is our Rick Springfield question for this year.
What is the name of Rick Springfield's newest release? Depending where in the world you
are, it has already been released or it will be released this month.

-- Karma
(Get Rick Stevens to play a Rick Springfield song on air, and we wil stop
asking these kinds of questions ... )

l1i~ual t!tribia #1
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27.Highly rated
29 Begin again
30 Cosby series
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Abdul hit. w1tt1
25 Frasier's
Stevie Wonder
brother
on harmonica
1 "High Hopes"

59 Listen and obey
60 Take the honey

and run
61 Driver's

selection
62 Suffix with

bachelor
63 Comparatively

. cagey
64Collate
65 Like show
horses
66 Cold capital
67 Artist Paul

DOWN

38

41
44

1 Popular
women·s mag ·
2 Reserved
3Broorn •· •
(comics witch)
4 Posies
s Help at a heist
62
s Proceeds
-• .-.-.-.-.,-.-.-.-.-.-.-..
- .-.-•..;;..-.-.- .-.-.-.-.- .-.-_---r,m;eringry- ··- ~4-=t=:t:::;
6~
7 Play at love
ANSWER TO PREVIO_US PUZZLE a Brass or bronze LPu-,-,,Le-0y-0L00
-KL
10-.,01 7;'98 (No. 0107)
9 Black currant
32 Entered en
55 "Fid dler on the
so Encouraoes .
liqueur
with ··up ·~ ·
masse
Roof " .
----1----1----1----1 10 Pompou s
matchmaker
34. This may be
51 Push forwnrd
--'-l~-'-1.:...:.,l 11 Carry out
57 Hoped.for
over your head
lllli!Hf!:JRR•linl 12 Stephen
53 Its capital ,s
response to ·
35 Tbsp or tsp .
Foster's "Old
Innsbruck
56-Across
Uncle -···--36 Radio setting:
54 Chocolate
SB Dynamic start
Abbr.
-,.::.i....:..,.::.i 15 Bilk. say
... ...mar.shmallow _ __ s9Enero.por.. __
·21·Melv1lle sc!tlng · ~!! Covet.wi!h -·
snack
·
ejemplo · ·· ·
,..;;...,..;;...,..;;...,..;;... 22 Erect ·
" over''40 Threw caution
-=-t-=-illlilalli 26 Bulrush. e.g.
to thew1nd
l!!!J~~lllltlllltllllt 28 Like some flu
45 Like some ltlir?s
i-:--~i-:::--...1-':-lc"':-H 29 'Ask for more
Time?
47 Shower time:.
Abbr.
-,-+--+-+,,-i 30 .. sO me Like
49 Rich kid in
"Nancy"

11isual tltribia #2

Bassett~s
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8 allusions to murder (unclassified)
2 cases of choking to death
1 case of death by devouring
1 case of cutting a human being in half
1 case of decapitation
1 case of death by squeezing

'kit' «u1'1'1 ffl"rt'bt' Mo
1'I'

1 case of death by shriveling
1 case of death by starvation
~ ~ Mo
"'-'
1 case of boiling to death
1 case of death by hanging
1 case of death by drowning
4 cases of killing domestic animals
1 case of body-snatching
21 cases of death (unclassified)
7 cases related to the severing of limbs
1 case of the desire to have a limb severed
2 cases of self-inflicted injury
4 cases related to the breaking of limbs
1 allusion to a bleeding heart
1 case of devouring human flesh
5 threats of death
1 case of kidnapping
2 cases of torment and cruelty to human beings and animals
8 cases of whipping and lashing
3 allusions to blood
4 cases of stealing and general dishonesty
15 allusions to maimed human beings and animals
1 allusion to undertakers
2 allusions to graves
23 cases of physical violence (unclassified)
1 case of Iunacy
16 allusions to misery and sorrow
1 case of drunkenness
4 cases of cursing
1 allusion to marriage as a form of death
1 case of scorning the blind
1 case of scorning prayer
9 cases of children being lost or abandoned
2 cases of house burning
9 allusions of poverty and want
5 allusions to quarreling
2 cases of unlawful imprisonment
2 cases of racial discrimination
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call Technalchemy:• th
Power Tool can be progra
~~~~ild it~elf"Jo,~ siz~~~qf
· o1 handling any Job! ~ -,·
At the controls, our own Hi. · Hercules,

-~

-- - ___ ~ Working

i£1<with this miraculous
.. machine, he's a - . .
one-man
industrial
revolution!

CONSTRUCTION AND SALVAGE

At a scale and speed impossible for any
· existing construction equipment!
Job done?
The All Purpose Power Tool
" unbuilds " itself The main component is placed
back in the toolbox, ready for the next challenge!

NO TASK TOO TOUGH!

ON LAND, SEA, AIR, OR SPACE

